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Boundary Riding
The template for thinking tools 11–15

A toolset structured to identify multiple growth
opportunities adjacent to your current business areas

If you received this template from somebody else, you can download your own original
version from the following website:

www.TheIdeaGenerator.info

You’ll also find other free templates for download there that can be used for different
purposes. Islands of Opportunity is designed to help you find fresh ideas to any issue which
is new or hasn’t been addressed before, while Divide and Conquer is designed to help you
find new ideas and answers to difficult issues.

You can also register to receive updates when new templates are released.

Doing your best thinking…
There are five thinking tools in this template. Try doing one each day
whenever your best time for thinking is. Maybe it’s over a cup of coffee – or
when you are commuting. The choice is yours but aim to spend at least 20
minutes on each tool – and don’t try to do it all at once.

Your thinking is the best value you can create, so do it in your best time –
and love your thinking. Print out the template and use it to capture all your
ideas on.

Getting maximum value from your thinking using this template is explained
in The Idea Generator by Chris Thomason, which is available in all good
bookstores and online here.

The Idea Generator

Copyright © 2016 Chris Thomason All Rights Reserved          V1.0
Permission is granted to allow the sharing, copying and printing of this Boundary Riding document for the sole purposes of use as an

ideas/thinking template as referenced in accordance with the book The Idea Generator authored by Chris Thomason. However, for permission
to be granted, the document must be shared, copied or printed in its entirety. The use of selected extracts only, will be deemed to be a breach

of copyright.  For more information contact Think@IngeniousGrowth.com

Templates for a different focus

www.TheIdeaGenerator.info
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Idea-Generator-Thinking-Winning-Quickly/dp/1292156015
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Tool 11: Cracks In The Pavement

Draw a sketch of it here in whatever form helps you to imagine it more clearly or in an interesting manner.

Now apply MARISA to it...

Magnify: How can a part of this be made bigger, longer, broader, more encompassing, more
expensive, better, amplified, increased, heightened or extended?

Rationalise: What can be removed, destroyed, eliminated, simplified, streamlined, downsized,
cut back, watered down or reduced?

Speed-up: How can something be accelerated, made faster, have steps removed, boosted, assisted,
arrive sooner, be closer or be shorter?

Add: Where can something be attached, included, enhanced, bolted-on, augmented, supplemented,
enlarged or complemented?

Integrate: When can things be merged, shared, joined-up, linked together, mixed up, fused,
combined, entangled or amalgamated?

Adapt: What can be made lighter, split up, reversed, up-graded, down-graded, moved sideways,
de-scoped, adjusted or automated?

The growth focus
for this tool is…

Define your Killer Question (focus it on short- to medium-term growth)

The Killer Question is:
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Genius Spaces

These spaces are where you
capture all your ideas

Only write one idea in
each box and make sure it’s

complete and legible !
You don’t have to fill them all
up - but it’s great if you do !

Ignore the small boxes
as these will be used
later in the process
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Tool 12: Persona Framework - Consumer customer

Customer: Non-customer: Male: Female: Age:

Their name: Their job:

What they like & dislike about dealing with your industry:

Tool 12: Persona Framework - Business customer

How they interact with your company:

How they use your (and other similar) products/services:An outline of their personal life and background:

Customer: Non-customer: Male: Female: Age:

Their name: Their role:

What they like & dislike about dealing with your industry:How they interact with your company:

A brief work biography of the person:An outline of the company they work for:
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What’s the one thing
that when stopped will

make this better?

What’s a small change
that will ripple over

several areas?

What’s a change that
will deliver a quantum-

leap benefit?

What will make this
twice as effective?

What’s the one thing
that when stopped will

make this better?

What’s a small change
that will ripple over

several areas?

What’s a change that
will deliver a quantum-

leap benefit?

What will make this
twice as effective?

The way                              becomes AWARE of our proposition

The way                                BUYS OR ORDERS our product or service

The Four Customer Lenses

The Four Customer Lenses

Tool 12: Four Customer Lenses

The growth focus
for this tool is…
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What’s the one thing
that when stopped will

make this better?

What’s a small change
that will ripple over

several areas?

What’s a change that
will deliver a quantum-

leap benefit?

What will make this
twice as effective?

The Four Customer Lenses

Tool 12: Four Customer Lenses (continued)

The way we ENGAGE WITH                                   after they
have purchased it from us

Genius Spaces
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2. PRIOR
ACTIVITY

6. JOINED
OFFER

3. POST
ACTIVITY

5. STRIPPED
BACK

4. ANALOGOUS
SITUATION

1. FUNDAMENTAL
PURPOSE

The GROWTH FOCUS

Your new business
opportunity

Tool 13: The Do-It-Yourself Business

The growth focus
for this tool is…

Genius Spaces
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Amazing difference  +  Business value  +  Customer desire  +  Dead certainty  =  Excellence in results

What elements of a solution
could produce an

Amazing difference?

What elements of a solution
could produce significant

Business value?

What elements of a solution
could produce massive

Customer desire?

What elements of a solution
could make this a

Dead certainty for success?

How do we combine these elements to produce and deliver
Excellence in results?

+

+

+

=

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Tool 14: The Quirky Equation

The growth focus
for this tool is…

●

●

●

●

●

●

Our advantageous assets

●

●

●

●

●

●
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Genius Spaces
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Tool 15: Beyond The Edge

What does your product or service
do that is the core benefit for the

customer?

What does your product or service not do that seems a natural next step in it being used?

If it’s a product you sell, what are
the related services you offer (if

any) that add value to this product?

What value adding services could you offer that seem a natural extension of this product?

If it’s a service you sell, what are the
related products you offer (if any)

that add value to this product?

What value adding products could you offer that seem a natural extension of this service?

What well-used features/functions
does your product or service

currently have?

What are some additional features/functions that you could add and charge more for?

The growth focus
for this tool is…
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Tool 15: Beyond The Edge (continued)

What other companies take over at
the edge of where your relationship

with the customer ends?

What things do these other companies offer (or do) that could be a part of your proposition?

List some companies who aren’t
your direct competitors but who are

‘nearby’ who could potentially do
what you do if they wanted to.

What else could they bring to your customers that would be hard for you to compete against?
How can you convert this into an opportunity for you?

Genius Spaces
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What could an amazing proposition be?

●

●

●

What feature/benefit additions can be made?

●

●

●

In what interesting ways can we take this to market? What will make these growth opportunities do-able?

Review all your ‘A’ to ‘J’ identified ideas and use them as the basis for completing the four aspects (below) for the
development of a successful growth opportunity:

Boundary Riding: SUMMARY

For your first
growth focus…

●

●

●

●

●

●

What could an amazing proposition be?

●

●

●

What feature/benefit additions can be made?

●

●

●

In what interesting ways can we take this to market? What will make these growth opportunities do-able?

Review all your ‘A’ to ‘J’ identified ideas and use them as the basis for completing the four aspects (below) for the
development of a successful growth opportunity:

For your next
growth focus…

●

●

●

●

●

●
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What could an amazing proposition be?

●

●

●

What feature/benefit additions can be made?

●

●

●

In what interesting ways can we take this to market? What will make these growth opportunities do-able?

Review all your ‘A’ to ‘J’ identified ideas and use them as the basis for completing the four aspects (below) for the
development of a successful growth opportunity:

Boundary Riding: SUMMARY (continued)

For your next
growth focus…

●

●

●

●

●

●

What could an amazing proposition be?

●

●

●

What feature/benefit additions can be made?

●

●

●

In what interesting ways can we take this to market? What will make these growth opportunities do-able?

Review all your ‘A’ to ‘J’ identified ideas and use them as the basis for completing the four aspects (below) for the
development of a successful growth opportunity:

For your next
growth focus…

●

●

●

●

●

●
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Your two longer-term opportunities:
Longer-term idea #1 Longer-term idea #2

Boundary Riding: SUMMARY (continued)

These are your winning ideas – well done!

How we can help your business find growth…
Ingenious Growth helps organisations to think more effectively and to identify organic growth opportunities that
deliver value in whatever business period you require. To understand how we help you achieve this, get in touch with
us at Think@IngeniousGrowth.com

Want a convenient place to keep all your templates together? The Idea Generator
Templates book contains ten of the templates used in The Idea Generator process to
help you create a repository for all your winning ideas.

The Idea Generator Templates book is available online here.

If you want to download the templates individually, or are looking to run a team project
and want the Leader’s Guide, these are available at www.TheIdeaGenerator.info

What could an amazing proposition be?

●

●

●

What feature/benefit additions can be made?

●

●

●

In what interesting ways can we take this to market? What will make these growth opportunities do-able?

Review all your ‘A’ to ‘J’ identified ideas and use them as the basis for completing the four aspects (below) for the
development of a successful growth opportunity:

For your final
growth focus…

●

●

●

●

●

●

mailto:Think@IngeniousGrowth.com
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Idea-Generator-Templates-collection-repository/dp/1536861502
www.TheIdeaGenerator.info

